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6

Abstract7

This paper represents a new approach that can recover the control points for wide variety of8

3rd order Bézier curves. In this regards, the two stage approximation learning algorithm is9

adopted with some modifications. At 1st stage our key feature is segmentation of the curve10

which can determine intermediate points of the wide variety of curves. In this respect, an11

efficient recursive algorithm is used to find out the height of the curve (h) with less iteration.12

The proposed approach introduced horizontal segmentation rather than vertical segmentation.13

Different height (H), where the 2nd and 3rd control point are assumed, and also the step-size14

(?), at which the control points are moved toward the actual direction, are used to find out15

the exact location of the control points. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposing16

method can recover control points for wide variety of curves with minimum error level and less17

iteration. Wide variety of curve shapes are used to test the proposing approach and results are18

presented to prove its effectiveness19

20

Index terms— Bézier curve, curve fitting, segmentation of curve, learning algorithms.21

1 INTRODUCTION22

he development of Computer Graphics has made computers easier to interact with, and better for understanding23
and interpreting many types of data which has put a profound impact on many types of media and have24
revolutionized animation, movies and the video game industry. Generally, Computer Graphics are the25
representation and manipulation of image data by a computer with help from specialized software and hardware26
??1].27

In Computer Graphics and related fields, a frequently used parametric curve is Bézier curve. Bézier curves are28
used to model smooth curves that can be scaled indefinitely. As the curve is completely contained in the convex29
hull of its control points, the points can be graphically displayed and used to manipulate the curve intuitively.30
When more complex shapes are needed, A Bézier curve is defined by its order (Linear, Quadratic, Cubic, etc.)31
and a set of control points. An nth order Bézier curve has n+1 control points (P 1 to P n+1 ). The first and32
last control points are always the end points of the curve. These two end points are can be called initial and33
terminating point of the curve respectively. The intermediate control points generally do not lie on the curve;34
they define the shape and direction of the curve. A 1 st order (Linear) Bézier curve is simply a straight line35
between those two given points P 1 and P 2 . A 2 nd order (Quadratic) Bézier curve is the path traced by the36
function B(t), given points P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 . Four points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 in the plane or in threeand37
arrives at P 4 coming from the direction of P 3 . P 1 and P 4 are end points [4][5]. Here P 1 and P 4 are end38
points as well as P 2 and P 3 are intermediate control points. A 3 rd order Bézier curve given by the following39
equation is shown in fig. ?? . Our discussions will be limited to 3 rd order Bézier curve. Though there are40
several algorithms and approaches to find out control point of 3 rd order Bézier curve, these approaches have41
limitations like incorrect result, requirement of compatible boundary for control points etc. In our previous work42
[6], we tried to overcome these limitations and it finds control points of 3 order Bézier curve in an efficient way.43
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3 III. METHODOLOGY

But it is still unable to find out control point of 3 rd order Bézier curves of some certain shapes. In this paper44
we are going to propose a modified approach of our previous work to erase the existing limitations. Our new45
approach is capable of finding out the control points of a large variety of 3 order Bézier curve shapes efficiently46
and accurately with minimum error and less iterations.47

Bézier curves are patched together. In Animation applications, such as Adobe Flash and Synfig, Bézier curves48
are used to outline, for example, movement. Besides,True-type Fonts use Bézier curves. Bézier curve is also49
a very powerful tool for shape approximation and shape comparison. In identifying of actors drawn in ukiyoe50
pictures, Bézier curves are widely used [2]. They can be used in face recognition and facial emotion detection [3].51

(1) Fig. ?? : Abstract -This paper represents a new approach that can recover the control points for wide52
variety of 3 rd order Bézier curves. In this regards, the two stage approximation learning algorithm is adopted with53
some modifications. At 1st stage our key feature is segmentation of the curve which can determine intermediate54
points of the wide variety of curves. In this respect, an efficient recursive algorithm is used to find out the height55
of the curve (h) with less iteration. The proposed approach introduced horizontal segmentation rather than56
vertical segmentation. Different height (H), where the 2 nd and 3 rd control point are assumed, and also the57
step-size (?), at which the control points are moved toward the actual direction, are used to find out the exact58
location of the control points. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposing method can recover control59
points for wide variety of curves with minimum error level and less iteration. Wide variety of curve shapes are60
used to test the proposing approach and results are presented to prove its effectiveness. dimensional space define61
a 3 rd order (Cubic) Bézier curve. The 3 rd order curve starts at P 1 going toward P 2 B(t) = (1-t) 3 P 1 +62
3t(1-t) 2 P 2 + 3t 2 (1-t) P 3 + t 363

2 BACKGROUND64

There has been several works in the field of recovering control points of Bézier curves. All the familiar algorithms65
and characteristics are associated with Bézier curves are generation [7], approximation [8], interpolation [9],66
subdivision [10][11][12], degree elevation [13] ??14][15][16], blossoming [17], implication [18] etc. X. Ye represented67
an approach for directly generating Bézier points of curves and surfaces explicitly from the given compatible68
arbitrary order boundary information of Hermite curves, Coons-Hermite Cartesian sum patches and Coons-69
Boolean sum patches [19]. But for Hermite curves, this approach requires the end positions, tangents and70
higher order derivatives at the end points. Moreover it requires the corner points and the compatible arbitrary71
order partial derivatives at these points for Coons-Hermite Cartesian sum patches. rational Bézier curve, the72
interpolation method developed by J. Chou and L. A. Piegl works good for special type of 3 rd order Bézier73
curves, not all kind of Bézier curves [20]. Besides, this approach relies on the convex hull and on the variation74
diminishing properties of Bézier curves. And the most important drawback is that if the curve segment is highly75
curved in one region and relatively flat in another, the approximation of this method is not good.76

The previous approach, proposed by us, contains none of these problems. It can successfully find out control77
points of 3 rd order Bézier curve with minimum iteration and error. Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) are showing the way how78
the previous approach successfully finds out the control points for the curve of a particular shape indicated in79
fig. 2(a). The details are described at the previous work [6].80

However, for some curves of shapes like fig. 3(a) and 4(a), the previous approach is unable to find out the81
accurate control points. It is because the segmentation process of the previous approach, which uses vertical82
segmentation, is different from the current one (described at Methodology section). Fig. 3 and 4 are showing83
limitation of the previous approach in finding out the control points for some special shaped curves. The previous84
approach cannot rescue the whole area for these special shaped curves, indicated in fig. 3(c) and 4(c). Thus85
the control points found are also not correct for these curves. The curves drawn in blue color are the recovered86
curves. But the new approach, with modified segmentation method, is able to find out the actual control points87
very successfully with minimum iteration indicated in fig. 2(a), 3(a) and 4(a). It can rescue the whole area of88
special shaped curves which is described later in Simulation Results section.89

3 III. METHODOLOGY90

curve contains four control points. The objective is to find out them. In order to do this, the new proposing91
approach is divided into two stages: modified first stage and second stage. Finding out of the end points: The92
end points will be lying on the Bézier curve. End points must be those two which have minimum y values. Now93
it is to be decided which one of these end points is initial point and which one is terminating point. Among these94
two end points the point which is nearest from Y axis (i.e. x These two end points are shown in fig. 5.95

In determining inner control points of 3 rd order and error for all the 3 rd order Bézier curves of shapes As it96
is mentioned before, a 3 rd order Bézier value is minimum) is our initial point, P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ). So, the remaining97
one is for sure the terminating point, P 4 (x 4 , y 4 ). ? Now the height, h and the peak intersection point, M of98
the Bézier curve and the parallel line drawn at distance h from the base line are found by a recursive algorithm99
which makes the new approach faster than the previous one. This algorithm draws some parallel lines at some100
assumed distances, d from the base line. If a parallel line intersects the curve at two points, this line is stored and101
the next parallel line is drawn above the currently stored parallel line at a distance d. If the drawn parallel line102
does not intersect the curve then that line is not stored and the next parallel line is drawn above at a distance d103
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/ 2 from the previously stored parallel line. This algorithm contains three methods -draw_parallel(_line, _d),104
intersections(_curve, _line), and distance(_line1, _line2). The draw_parallel(_line, _d) method takes a line105
equation and a distance as inputs and returns the parallel line drawn at a distance _d from the line _line. If106
the equation ax + by + k = 0 be the value of input variable _line and d is the value of input variable _d, then107
draw_parallel(_line, _d) returns a parallel line using the following equation:108

(3)109
The next method intersections(_curve, _line) takes a curve equation and a line equation and returns the110

number that represents at how many points the line intersects the curve. The peak most segment of the Bézier111
curve may be appeared as a tiny line rather than a curve. Therefore, the parallel line may intersect the curve112
at several consecutive intersection points. In that case, the middle one from the consecutive points is taken113
as the desired single intersection point and the number of intersections is considered as one. The last method114
distance(_line1, _line2) returns the distance between two lines. Now we should look at the recursive algorithm.115
Segmentation of the Bézier curve: The segmentation process of the new proposing approach follows horizontal116
approach rather than vertical approach followed by the previous approach. In segmentation, the following steps117
are followed: The greater value of n is taken, the more accurate segmentation and thus more accurate result is118
found but in that case computational cost gets higher. This stage is same as our previous work [6]. As proposing119
method focus on minimization of error, so the 2 nd and 3 rd control point must be in the desired location. In120
order to find the exact location the approach always calculate the error between the two curves iteratively. If121
the error becomes minimum, according to algorithm it finds the exact location of 2 nd and 3 rd control points.122
The value of the error is the summation of the difference between the points obtained from given curve Q(t) and123
their corresponding points generating from newly found control points in the approximated Bézier curve Q’(t)124
which is shown in fig. 9. Since Bézier curves can be obtained using a parameter t, where 0<=t<=1, the error125
between two curves Q(t) and Q’(t) can be computed by considering the curves in parametric expressions and126
finding the corresponding points. For N+1 corresponding points, we are getting locations of corresponding points127
Q(t)=(Qx(t),Qy(t)) and Q’(t)= (Q’x(t),Q’y(t)), (t=0,1/N,2/N,?,1). The equation that is used for calculating128
error as follows:2011 October ( ’ ’ 1 x , ’ ’ 1 y ), ( ’ ’ 2 x , ’ ’ 2 y ), ?..,( ’ ’ n x , ’ ’ n y ) ( ’ 1 x , ’ 1 y ), ( ’ 2 x , ’129
2 y )?( ’ 2n x , ’ 2n y ) (a) (b) points. ? ? ? = ? + ? = = ? = = N k y y x x N k N k Q N k Q N k Q N k Q N130
k t Q N k t Q E Error 0 2 2 0 ’ 1 )} ( ’ ) ( { )} ( ’ ) ( { | ) ( ) ( | ,131

The reason why summation is used instead of integration is for computational simplicity. It is applicable when132
the original Bézier curve is known. In order to recover the exact control points the proposing approach try to133
move those points at a step ? towards both X and Y coordinates which shown in fig. 10. The value of the134
control point will be updated if the calculated error is minimized, otherwise it will not update. If the step fails to135
minimize error according to algorithm it reduces the step by half and recursively performing the same operation136
as stated above.137

Increasing the efficiency of the overall program was the main contribution as well as overcoming the limitation138
of the step-size. Although the approach able to get the accurate result for some Bézier curve by considering step139
size ?x=?y=1 [21], but it takes more iterations compared to our propose step size, which reduce the efficiency of140
the overall performance. Here proposing modification works well for most of the Bézier curve and get the error141
level less than 0.000001 which increase the dynamicity of overall program because it need less iteration. With142
variable step ?x=?y=5, 50, 75 and 100 in our simulation result we get near to 100% accuracy. The algorithm143
followed in the second stage is given below.144

4 SIMULATION RESULTS145

The main contribution of the proposed scheme is to find control points of large number of Bézier curve shapes146
while keeping the efficiency and accurateness of our existing method. We checked several Bézier curves of different147
shapes with our computer implemented simulation and got desired results as we expected.148

Consider the simulation result shown in fig. ??1 and fig. 12. Figures of simulation results are picked directly149
from our computer implemented simulation. At first stage we segment given curve to know its internal points and150
assume some control points at some probable height using our new proposed schema. Then using the algorithm151
of 2nd stage we successfully find the control points. Previous Method [6] was unable to extract control points of152
those shaped curves because of its limited segmentation technique.153

Those shaped curves, whose control points can be found by existing method, can also be found by the 1 2154

1(x 1 , y 1 ) P
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Figure 4:
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Figure 5: Fig. 5 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 9: 4 P 4 (x 4 , y 4 )
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Figure 10: ?Fig. 8 :
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Figure 11: Fig. 9 :
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Figure 12: Fig. 10 :
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Figure 15: Table . 1
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(4)155
(5)156
Data from Table ?? shows that minimum error is found at different combination of step-size and height. In157

this case when height=1.5h and step-size= 5, or height =1.5h and step-size=75 the error is minimum that is158
2E-3. But when height=1.5h and step-size=75, our simulation takes less iteration. That’s why we consider (282,159
338), ??75.37674, 220.0396) The new modified approach can recover the control points of 3 rd order Bézier curves160
more accurately and efficiently than those methods which was proposed earlier. In addition, the emphasis of this161
paper is on the implementation of a new method that can recover the more different shaped Bézier curve which is162
not possible according to earlier methods. While conducting the experiment different shapes of 3 rd order Bézier163
curves are taken for simulation and method is proved by the simulation result.164
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